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Abstract. Blocking climatology over Euro-Atlantic region highlights two favourite action areas: the
main one over East Atlantic-Western Europe sector and a secondary region in the proximity of Ural
Mountain. Many studies have shown that over area where it stagnates, atmospheric blocking can
induce modifications of thermal and precipitation regime as well as the occurence of climatological
extremes. These modifications have direct effects upon the life of the inhabitants. No less important is
its influence on weather aspects in adjacent areas. The paper aims to emphasize the correlation
between Euro-Atlantic atmospheric blocking and the severe weather phenomena in the Southern
Romania, during the cold season. For this purpose, Tibaldi-Molteni blocking index was computed
using daily data of 500 hPa geopotential height re-analysis from NCEP/NCAR. For diagnosis of
severe weather phenomena were used re-analysis daily data of MSLP, 2 m temperature, precipitation
rate and the observational data from weather stations of the National Meteorological Administration.
Time series covers a period of 10 years between 2000 and 2010. The results highlight the influence of
Euro-Atlantic blocking upon various weather aspects in southern Romania.
Key words: blocking activity, severe weather phenomena.

1. INTRODUCTION
Among the synopticians it is well-known that atmospheric blocking
circulation is an important phenomenon, responsible for many extreme weather
events like floods, drought, above normal or bellow normal temperatures. This
physical process is one of the prominent features of mid-latitudes low-frequency
atmospheric variability, which still raise a lot of question marks regarding its
development, maintenance and decay, and makes it hard to predict.
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First studies about atmospheric blocking were realised by Berggren et al. [1],
Elliot and Smith [2] and, Rex [3, 4]. In his studies Rex shows that blocking pattern
are intimately asociated with the existence of very high presure areas, wich can
influence the local climate over the geographical areas where persist for a period of
time. Many other studies [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] sustained this ideea emphasizing that the
efects of blocking episodes (prolonged or not so prolonged) can be felt during the
whole season or during few seasons following the event. The seasonal modification
imposed on a given region by blocking can induce modifications of the thermal and
precipitation regime, as well as the occurrence of climatological extremes.
From synoptic point of view, persistent high-pressure systems are very
important in defining European weather on medium timescales. Few studies [11,
12] are focused on blocking over Euro-Atlantic region in relationship with North
Atlantic Oscillation.
This paper is organized as follows: in section 2, the data and methodology
used for our study are described. Section 3 presents a brief climatology of blocking
during 2000 and 2010. In section 4 a detailed analysis of blocking events on the
detected blocking sectors has been made. The correlation of blocking events with
severe weather phenomena over the southern Romania during the cold semester
have been discussed in detail. Section 5 summarizes the main conclusions.
2. DATA AND METHODOLOGY
2.1. DATA
In order to evaluate blocking activity during the first decade of XXI century,
were used the NCEP/NCAR gridded (2.50x 2.50) reanalysis datasets [24] of mean
daily data for 500 hPa geopotential height, mean sea level pressure, 2 m
temperature, precipitation rate. The time series cover the period between 1st of
April 2000, and 31st of March 2010. Two semesters of each year were defined as
warm semester, from 1st of April to 30th of September, and the cold semester, from
1st of October to 31st of March. This paper is focused on the detailed analysis of
the cold semester. The warm semester will be the subject of a future paper.
A 10-yr climatology study of blocking action in Euro-Atlantic region (700W –
0
70 E and 27.50N – 87.50N) was built for each season using Tibaldi and Molteni
blocking index [13] presented in the next section. A connection between severe
weather in Romania and blocking events has been assesed, in terms of precipitation
and 2 m temperature anomalies. In order to compare the re-analysis data with
observations, we used meteorological observational data provided by Romanian
National Meteorological Administration for few representative meteorological
station situated in southern part of the country marked with red stars in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1 – Map of Romania with metorological weather station (red stars) and Euro-Atlantic domain
(black rectangle).

2.2. METHODOLOGY
To identify and understand the behavior of blocking events, different
techniques and methods have been developed over time. According Doblas-Reyes
et al. [14] these methods can be classified in subjective and objective procedures.
First type of methods is mainly based on the use of synoptically-scale experience
(the analysis of meteorological map). Rex [3] proposed a set of criteria which were
and are widely used. The objective indices were developed based upon this
blocking definition, with some derived from the concept of a zonal index [15, 13].
Generally, the objective procedures are based on the use of statistical methods for
classifying the atmospheric circulation. There is an agreement among the
researchers regarding the difficulty in defining an objective method for determining
if an area or a certain point is blocked at a given moment of time. This is related to
the fact that no such thing as a typical block exists, and the Earth’s atmosphere uses
many degrees of freedom to realize a variety of “similar” but in fact quiet diverse
situations, all of them in some sense blocked. It is therefore extremely difficult to
define a method that will satisfy the personal criteria of any number (however
small but greater than one) of experienced synopticians [13]. Still, it is shown by
many previous studies that Tibaldi-Molteni blocking index (hereafter TM index)
has produced robust results. That is why we have chosen to use TM index for
identifying the blocking events occurred during 2000 and 2010 period.
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In essence this index performs a control on north and south geostrophic
winds components of a central latitude which by default is considered to be
Φ0=600N. For each longitude point of a 2.50×2.50 regular grid, the geopotential
gradients GHGN and GHGS are computed:

GHGN =

Z (Φ N ) − Z ( Φ 0 )
Z (Φ 0 ) − Z ( Φ S )
,
and GHGS =
Φ N − Φ0
Φ0 − Φ S

Φ N = 800 + ∆

0
where, Φ 0 = 60 + ∆ and ∆= –50, 00; 50.
Φ = 400 + ∆
 S
A given longitude is considered to be blocked if the following conditions are
satisfied for at least one value of ∆:
GHGN < −10m / 0 lat and GHGS > 0m / 0 lat .

This one-dimensional index enables a quiet accurately identification of
longitudes where the anticyclones show a maximum longitudinal extension.
Moreover, for the identification of corresponding blocking latitudes it is better to
use the bidimensional TM index, which considers as central latitude all latitudes
within the 27.50N and 67.50N latitudinal band [12]. Considering these aspects, we
define the blocked sector as the area where there are at least five adjacent blocked
longitudes (gridpoints).
As the time persistence is a very important feature of blocking events, we
apply the temporal criterion considering blocking episode the period during a
sector is blocked for at least four consecutive days according with the observed
data. Following D’Andrea et al. [16], we have made an exception to this rule
considering as bloked event the episodes with three blocked followed by a nonblocked day and then by two or more succesive blocked days.
3. THE ANALYSIS OF BLOCKING ACTIVITY IN THE EUROATLANTIC REGION DURING 2000–2010
First of all we analysed the main features of blocking activity during the
period April, 2000 and March, 2010 as they emerge from the results obtained.
Some similarities with previous work were found [11, 17, 18].
The observed frequency as a function of longitude (Fig. 2 left) emphasize
high values of blocking frequency on 700W–200E longitudinal belt, with a
maximum around 50W. During the warm half of year higher frequency band is
observed on 300E–700E longitudinal band, with a maximum on 67.50E. An
interesting aspect is observed on 200E–300E Romanian territory band: semestrial
blocking frequency shows the same value for both semesters.
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A more detailed analysis (Fig. 2 right) reveals a percentage up to 30 in the
month of December centred within 100W–100E band. During the cold semester
there are also observable two secondary nuclei: one within 700W–400W band and
another within 500E–700E. During the warmer half of the year blocking frequency
shows values up to 20 percents in the first month and starting with May the values
are falling. A maximum value is observable during summertime in 500E–700E and
at the beginning of autumn two weak nuclei can be observed around 150W and 250E.

Fig. 2 – Mean blocking frequency as function of longitudes during the period April, 2000 – March,
2010: (left) annual and semestrial distribution, and (right) monthly distribution.

In order to obtain relevant information regarding the influence of atmospheric
blocking upon the weather events over the Romanian territory, we have divided the
main domain into four sub-domains: 700W – 400W, 400W – 00, 00 – 300E and
300E–700E, chosen on the base of maximum values found on the longitudinal
section. On each sub-domain we made an accounting of blocking episodes as it is
shown in Table 1.
Table 1
Blocking episodes and total number of blocked days founded during the cold semester of 2000–2010

A comparative analysis of the blocking episodes series (Fig. 3) for each subdomain highlights more persistent and intense episodes in the longitudinal band
400W–300E. The intensity of blocking episodes is suggested by the maximum
number of blocked latitudes for each of the considered section.
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Fig. 3 – Blocking episodes series for cold semester during 2000–2010.
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In the following section a detailed analysis of blocking activity for each
subdomain has been performed for the cold semester of the year.
4. BLOCKING AND SEVERE WEATHER EVENTS
OVER SOUTHERN ROMANIA
4.1. BLOCKING ON 700W – 400W SECTOR
The mean geopotential field of 500 hPa level shows a strong ridge extended
along the hight troposphere (Fig. 4a). Coresponding to the upper troposphere ridge,
at the sea level note the presence of a vigurous Greenland High. Southerly, a strong
low pressure system coresponds to the deep upper level trough (Fig. 4b). Over the
continent there are three low pressure systems: one centred over Scandinavian
Peninsula, another over the Barents Sea, and the third one over the Mediterranean Sea.

Fig. 4a) – Mean 500 hPa geopotential height; b) mean sea level pressure for all blocking period;
c) blocking signature; d) sea level pressure anomalies for all blocking episodes identified
on 700W–400W sector, during the cold semester of 2000–2010.

Blocking signature map on 500 hPa geopotential height (Fig. 4c), reveals
strong positive values over southern Greenland while the low pressure systems
correspond to negative area over Atlantic Ocean. The sea level pressure anomalies
also presents strong contrasts, with a positive nucleus in the proximity of south-east
Greenland, and a negative one over Newfoundland (Fig. 4d).

8
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The precipitation rate anomalies map (Fig. 5a) shows strong positive
anomalies corresponding to the cyclonic nucleus, while the high pressure system
corresponds to the negative precipitation anomaly. Over the continent weak
positive anomalies are presented associated to the weak cyclonic nuclei. The active
westerlies air circulation enables a wide spread of humidity potential. The 2 m
temperature anomalies (Fig. 5b) show a strong positive anomaly over Greenland
and negative anomalies over Europe, with high values centered over Scandinavian
Peninsula.

Fig. 5a) – Precipitation rate anomalies; b) 2 m temperature anomalies, for all blocking episodes
identified on 700W–400W sector, during the cold semester of 2000–2010.

In Romanian area only a weak anomaly in thermal field is observed (Fig. 6b).
This allows us to say that the blocking activity on 700W–400W longitudinal sector
has no essential contribution to the severe weather in this region.

Fig. 6a) – Precipitation rate anomalies; b) 2 m temperature anomalies for all blocking episodes
identified on 700W–400W sector, during the cold semester of 2000–2010.

4.2.

BLOCKING ON 400W–00 SECTOR

When the ridge position is centered on 400W–00 longitudinal sector, a deep
trough is developing over the continent. This configuration enables polar air mass
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penetration toward Mediterranean basin, favoring cyclogenesis (Fig. 7a). This is
confirmed by the configuration of mean sea level pressure where a well shaped
depression is centered over the Mediterranean central basin (Fig. 7b). The blocking
signature (Fig. 7c) is less intense than on previous longitudinal band, but it still
reflecting well enough the blocking on the entire tropospheric column.

Fig. 7a) – Mean 500 hPa geopotential height; b) mean sea level pressure for all blocking period;
c) blocking signature; d) sea level pressure anomalies for all blocking episodes identified
on 400W–00 sector, during the cold semester of 2000–2010.

The precipitation deficit is well revealed by the negative nucleus
corresponding to the center of blocking signature (Fig. 8a). A slightly positive area
is overlapping to the weak cyclonic core in the vicinity of Azores Islands toward
Iberian Peninsula. Another weak positive area of precipitation is observable over
Mediterranean area. The thermal field (Fig. 8b) indicates weak negative anomalies
over the whole continent.
Due to the Mediterranean cyclonic activity in the vicinity, slightly positive
anomaly of precipitation is shown over the south-eastern part of Romania (Fig. 9a),
where the thermal field also indicates a weak negative anomaly (Fig. 9b). Colder
air mass is observable over the west Romania, due to the north-western advection.
Usually, in such cases weak and moderate storms occur in the south-eastern
Romania, as a result of collisions between polar cold air and wet and humid air
from Mediterranean Sea. If such a situation persists for a longer period
endangering people’s life, it can be considered as severe weather situation.
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Fig. 8a) – Precipitation rate anomalies; b) 2 m temperature anomalies for all blocking episodes
identified on 400W – 00 sector, during the cold semester of 2000–2010.

Fig. 9a) – Precipitation rate anomalies; b) 2 m temperature anomalies over south-eastern Europe
related to blocking episodes identified on 400W–00 sector, during the cold semester
of 2000–2010 period.

4.3. BLOCKING ON 00 – 300E SECTOR
Blocking configuration on 00–300E longitudinal sector is determined by the
advance of a strong ridge with its oblique axis centered over British Isles and
Scandinavian Peninsula, while a deep trough is developing southerly (Fig. 10a). At
the sea level, it can be observed an anticyclonic belt extended over the largest part
of the continent (resulted from the combination of Azores High with Scandinavian
and East-European High) (Fig. 10b). Thus, Icelandic Low is forced to act northerly
from its usual action area. The vigorous intrusion of cold air from the Russian Plain
toward western Mediterranean basin facilitates the conditions for a deep
Mediterranean cyclogenesis.
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Fig. 10a) – Mean 500 hPa geopotential height; b) mean sea level pressure for all blocking period;
c) blocking signature; d) sea level pressure anomalies for all blocking episodes identified on 00–300E
sector, during the cold semester of 2000–2010.

Blocking signature shows a classical Rex blocking dipole with a positive
nucleus over Scandinavian Peninsula and a negative one over Mediterranean Sea
(Fig. 10c). The positive upper level nucleus is extended till the surface level where
it shows negative anomaly of precipitation. Corresponding to the upper level
cyclone the precipitation chart indicates an area of significant positive precipitation
anomalies (Fig. 11a).
The map of 2 m temperatures anomalies indicates negative values over
Northern, Central and extreme Eastern Europe (Fig. 11b), while the Scandinavian
Peninsula is unusually warm.

Fig. 11a) – precipitation rate anomalies; b) 2 m temperature anomalies for all blocking episodes
identified on 00–300E sector, during the cold semester of 2000–2010.
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A closer look to our area of interest emphasizes strong thermal negative
anomalies over western Romania (Fig. 12b), while southern regions seems to have
a milder thermal regime. The advection of warmer humid air from Mediterranean
Sea (Fig. 12a) ensures this milder regime, but creates all conditions for developing
strong blizzards episodes. In such cases, the amount of precipitation can be
significant, as previous studies revealed [19, 20, 21] and sometimes can create
flooding events [22]. The most affected area is the southern Romania, where such
phenomenon is not unusual. This area experiences blizzard phenomenon at least
once a year.

Fig. 12a) – Precipitation rate anomalies; b) 2 m temperature anomalies over south-eastern Europe
related to blocking episodes identified on 00–300E sector, during the cold semester of 2000–2010.

4.4. BLOCKING ON 300E – 700E SECTOR
Blocking configuration on 300E–700E sector is provided by the presence at
the surface level of the Siberian Anticyclone (Fig. 13b). The extremely cold and
dry air mass is compressed within the lower troposphere, and that is why it is not
well delineate in the upper level where a split flow is observed (Fig. 13a).
The blocking action over this sector is emphasized by blocking signature
visible in both upper and surface level maps (Fig. 13c and 13d). Unlike the
synoptic configuration on previous sector, there is no negative area. Still, the
thermal contrast between cold air advection over the Mediterranean basin and the
warm surface of water creates the natural conditions for cyclogenesis in the eastern
basin, where weak positive precipitation anomalies are shown (Fig. 14a). For our
territory the important feature is the cold advection (Fig. 14b), although southeastern Romania remains still warmer, as previous studies revealed [23].
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Fig. 13a) – Mean 500 hPa geopotential height; b) mean sea level pressure for all blocking period;
c) blocking signature; d) sea level pressure anomalies for all blocking episodes identified
on 300E–700E sector, during the cold semester of 2000–2010.

Fig. 14a) – Precipitation rate anomalies; b) 2 m temperature anomalies for all blocking episodes
identified on 300E–700E sector, during the cold semester of 2000–2010.

Of an interest for Romanian area is mainly the eastern extremely cold and dry
air advection having a fast velocity of invasion (Fig. 15b). The collision of warm
and humid Mediterranean air with this cold mass leads to the formation of strong
blizzard phenomena. In such cases, the amount of precipitation is less important
then the previous case (Fig. 15a), but the severity of phenomena is dictated by the
strong wind gust (not shown here).
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Fig. 15a) – Precipitation rate anomalies; b) 2 m temperature anomalies over south-eastern Europe
related to blocking episodes identified on 300E–700E sector, during the cold semester of 2000–2010.

After studying the blocking activity on each sector in relationship with severe
weather phenomena over Romanian territory, especially over southern region,
some preliminary conclusions can be made. Although Romanian is not directly
situated in the centre of a blocking area, the influence of this structure can be
powerful during the colder period of the year. Unless the 700W – 400W blocking
sector, all the other sectors contribute in creating the conditions for strong blizzards
and cold spells.
A careful examination of blocking episodes series (Fig. 4left) highlights a
very persistent blocking episode during the cold season 2004–2005 which deserve
a very special attention in the following section.
4.5. SIMULTANEOUSLY BLOCKING ACTION: STUDY CASE
OF JANUARY, 16th – MARCH, 12th 2005 BLOCKING EPISODE
Examining the blocking signature (Fig. 16 a and b) during the above
mentioned period, a peculiar but not unusual situation can be noted: a double
simultaneous blocking action. The 400W–00 blocking sector presents strong
features throughout the whole tropospheric column, while the 300E-700E blocking
is weaker. Between them a well developed cyclonic nucleus centered over southern
Europe and Mediterranean Sea played an important role on weather events
evolution. Its presence was maintained by the continuously cold advection of polar
air toward the Mediterranean basin on a quasi-meridional upper-air circulation.
The precipitation anomaly (Fig. 17a) shows significant positive values over
Mediterranean Sea and Balkans. Excepting the northern part of Scandinavian
Peninsula and British Isles, the whole continent was dominated by an extreme cold
thermal regime (Fig. 17b).
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Fig. 16a) – Blocking signature; b) sea level pressure anomalies during January, 16th and March 12th,
2005 blocking episode.

Fig.17a) – Precipitation rate anomalies; b) 2 m temperature anomalies during 16th of January
and 12th oh March, 2005 blocking episode.

Examining in detail the south-eastern part of the continent, it is notable the
high values of precipitation anomalies especially over the Balkans (Fig. 18a). The
proximity of Black Sea has created the condition for reactivation of Mediterranean
Lows that approach this area. The entire Romanian territory has experienced lower
temperature (Fig. 18b).

Fig. 18a) – Precipitation rate anomalies; b) 2 m temperature anomalies over south-eastern Europe
anomalies during January, 16th and March 12th, 2005 blocking episode.
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As consequence of this synoptic situation some severe weather phenomena
occurred. The archives of National Meteorological Administration mention violent
blizzards during 27th–29th of January and, 3rd–5th of February with substantial snow
depth accumulation, heavy rainfalls during March and extreme cold waves (for
instance Bucuresti-Baneasa meteorological station had recorded the lowered
minimum monthly temperature).
Blocking situations were active throughout the entire year of 2005, causing a
high number of severe weather situations. A detailed analysis of this year will be
the object of a separate future work.
5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The main goal of this work was to emphasize whether and how atmospheric
blocking in the Euro-Atlantic area can influence the weather phenomena in the
southern Romania, during the cold half of year, with a special focus on severe
weather phenomena.
Ad-hoc climatology of blocking over Euro-Atlantic area during 2000–2010
has been assessed using the bidimensional objective method proposed by Tibaldi
and Molteni. The results have shown that blocking frequency presents the highest
values during the cold semester (with a maximum of 34% during the month of
December) and the lower values during the warm semester.
The main blocked sector is comprised within 400W–300E longitudinal band
during the wintertime. A secondary blocking sector is “active” at the end of
wintertime and the beginning of spring on 700W–400W longitudinal belt. Another
important blocked sector is 300E–700E continental sector having a maximum
activity during the summer time.
A detailed analysis of blocking activity was performed for the cold period of
the year and we had tried to see whether the blocking action can be related with the
severe weather over the Romanian territory. It has been concluded that the severe
weather phenomena like cold waves and high amount of precipitation are related
with the blocking activity over the 400W–00, 00–300E and 300E–700E longitudinal
band. The severity of weather seems to be increased during the double blocking
events (when both Atlantic sector and continental sector are simultaneously active).
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